Mechanisms for the facilitated diffusion of substrates across cell membranes.
Two classes of theoretical mechanisms for protein-mediated, passive, transmembrane substrate transport (facilitated diffusion) are compared. The simple carrier describes a carrier protein that exposes substrate influx and efflux sites alternately but never both sites simultaneously. Two-site models for substrate transport describe carrier proteins containing influx and efflux sites simultaneously. Velocity equations describing transport by these mechanisms are derived. These equations take the same general form, being characterized by five experimental constants. Simple carrier-mediated transport is restricted to hyperbolic kinetics under all conditions. Two-site carrier-mediated transport may deviate from hyperbolic kinetics only under equilibrium exchange conditions. When both simple- and two-site carriers display hyperbolic kinetics under equilibrium exchange conditions, these models are indistinguishable by using steady-state transport data alone. Seven sugar transport systems are analyzed. Five of these systems are consistent with both models for sugar transport. Uridine, leucine, and cAMP transport by human red cells are consistent with both simple- and two-site models for transport. Human erythrocyte sugar transport can be modeled by simple- and two-site carrier mechanisms, allowing for compartmentalization of intracellular sugars. In this instance, resolution of the intrinsic properties of the human red cell sugar carrier at 20 degrees C requires the use of submillisecond transport measurements.